Meeting Notes
Engaged Learning Working Group
May 14, 2013, 10:30-12:30 p.m., HH 309

Attending: Brian Bingham, Kyle Van Duser, Robin Hadwick, Ulla Hasager, Lori Ideta, Kathleen Kane, Michael-Brian Ogawa, Todd Sammons, Scott Ziehm, Rebekah Carroll, Susan Hippensteele

1. Review the Final Report Draft
   a. Slight Modifications- Overview, Recommendation 1&2 had no changes, but Recommendations 3&4 revised for clarity/focus
2. Discussion Recommendation #3- ESP
   i. Language of recommendation clear
   ii. Justification of costs clarified
3. Discussion of Recommendation #4- Civic Engagement
   i. One WG member concerned about changes to original draft
   ii. Focus shifted from academic to co-curricular and funding from faculty to students
   iii. Need to provide faculty recognition and support in this area
   iv. Discussion of addressing the faculty civic engagement incentives as part of next year’s charge (innovative teaching)
   v. Some editing still necessary- will email suggestions to SH

Next Steps
1. SH will send a calendar for Fall 2013; Meetings will be the first Tuesday of every month and first meeting in Fall is September 3 from 10:30-12:00 p.m.
2. Some changes to committee makeup, need to get new reps, and replace those not returning
3. SPC will review ELWG charge recommendation and finalize; WG members can check online in June for final approved language when report is posted.